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Why should you 
read this report?

This report covers:
• Why companies are legacy dependent

• How legacy systems are one of the greatest threats to a company’s security

• What the insurance industry can do to transform and modernize

$100MM
in annual revenue

COMPANIES WITH AT LEAST

Our research team surveyed hundreds of professionals 
across various industries. This executive report highlights 
the findings specifically from insurance respondents.

We have found that insurance respondents want to 
innovate—but many feel like their hands are tied by their 
own industry concerns; namely, ensuring strong security. 514

professionals surveyed
including team members, 
management, and executive roles.

44 insurance industry respondents
OUT OF

* The analysis on insurance respondents for this report reflects segmented data 
trends and does not reflect statistical significance according to industry definition.
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The Insurance Industry Today
With ever-changing customer needs, the main goal of insurers 
today is continuing to improve both product delivery and security.

The Technology Problem

Taking Action

01

02

03

Legacy dependency is stifling innovation within insurance—the most 
heavily-reliant industry on legacy systems.

Most insurers are ready to modernize but don't know where to start 
or what modernization actually looks like.
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The Insurance Industry Today
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THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY TODAY

Insurance providers strive to create competitive products in an innovative 
market without sacrificing security. 

Tech
Strategy

Digital
Transformation Design Optimization Incentive

Systems
Consumer
Experience

Advanced
Analytics

RECURRING 
RESEARCH 
THEMES

The research we've done indicates that there is a 
connection between legacy dependence and product 
development. Essentially, the higher the dependence 
on legacy applications, hardware, technology stacks, 
and people/operational processes, the harder it is to 
develop and release product changes or features. Maurice Walker

Director
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THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY TODAY

Technology is often the primary roadblock to business innovation.

Insurance

Non-insuranceSecurity
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Cloud
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Question: What are your organization's top IT challenges? (select up to 2) 
Source: 2020 Technology Management Survey, Levvel Research 
n = 44 insurance respondents, 466 non-insurance respondents

Many feel like their hands are tied 
by their own industry concerns, 
namely, ensuring strong security 
and keeping legacy systems 
running and efficient.

Insurers have a technology 
focus, digital transformation 
ambitions, and innovative 
product goals.
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The Technology Problem
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Legacy systems are the number one inhibitor to strong 
security and product innovation...

THE TECHNOLOGY PROBLEM

ItemRank Rank Distribution
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Security (cybersecurity)

Unsupported technology stacks that can’t be easily upgraded

We are having trouble maintaining a talent pool knowledgeable of our existing technologies

Changes that require a lot of testing due to unknown implications (e.g., lack of unit test
coverage and lots of undocumented downstream dependencies)

Significant time spent on support

Vendor costs are too high

Performance issues

Unexpected downtime and outages that impact operations

No business domain knowledge of existing systems

Lack of funding from the business

Lowest
Rank

Highest
Rank

Question: What are your organization's main challenges in maintaining legacy systems?  
Source: 2020 Technology Management Survey, Levvel Research
n = 44 insurance respondents

Modernization is vital for both 
strong product delivery and 
security management.

Legacy dependence prevents 
both high quality and timely 
product changes and responses 
to security breaches or 
unplanned outages.

Legacy systems are one of the 
greatest threats to a company's 
control over security, as it leaves 
systems open to cyber threats.
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THE TECHNOLOGY PROBLEM

...which prevail in—and limit—the insurance industry. 

Heavily reliant
on legacy

systems for
business-critical

functions

Business-critical
systems are

primarily
modern

Primarily
running on

modern
systems
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Some reliance,
but modernizing

44%
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23%
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17%
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Insurance

Non-insurance

Question: Would you say your company is heavily dependent on legacy systems for business-critical functions 
(i.e. those tied to revenue generation)?
Source: 2020 Technology Management Survey, Levvel Research
n = 37 insurance respondents, 332 non-insurance respondents

Insurance providers have more 
legacy dependence than the 
average company.

Legacy dependence stifles 
innovation and agility in the 
face of shifting customer 
demands, industry regulations, 
and unforeseen events (e.g., 
COVID-19 pandemic).

They are more susceptible to 
the challenges/risks of legacy 
dependence and constrained by 
increasing technical debt.
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THE TECHNOLOGY PROBLEM

Legacy dependence leads to crippling technology issues.  

Rate of Unplanned Outages By Reliance on Legacy Systems 

Technology Management Survey, Levvel Research, 2020 
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legacy systems for 
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systems are primarily 
running on modern 

systems
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primarily running on 

modern systems

Some reliance on 
legacy systems 

but currenty 
modernizing

Question: How often does your organization experience unplanned outages? & Would you 
say your company is heavily dependent on legacy systems for business-critical functions?
Source: 2020 Technology Management Survey, Levvel Research 
Figure reflects overall respondent data, insurance segmentation not displayed.
n = 305 respondents
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Modern Not Modern

36%
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25%

39%
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Within a few hours Within the week 1-3 weeks 1-3 months Over 3 months

Delivery Time for Modern and Not Modern Respondents

Question: Approximately how long does it take you to make/deliver changes 
to your software?
Source: 2020 Technology Management Survey, Levvel Research 
Figure reflects overall respondent data, insurance segmentation not 
displayed.
n = 305 respondents

Data shows that using outdated systems 
and processes lead to symptoms like: 

• More unplanned outages 
• Slower development cycles 
• Slower product delivery times  
• Higher costs

Legacy dependence leads to a higher 
rate of issues in product delivery, security, 
and costs.
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Taking Action
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TAKING ACTION

And, to move forward—diagnose the symptoms, but address the cause.

Table 1 shows some possible connections between companies’ legacy dependence 
(causes) and their technology issues (symptoms). 

SYMPTOMS SURFACE CAUSES FOUNDATIONAL CAUSES

Slow code release 
schedules Lack of CI/CD automation  tools Processes, infrastructure, and culture not 

designed to support SDLC automation tools 

Talent management 
challenges

Talent is expensive and hard to 
come by

Systems’ technology stacks are built from 
outdated code, for which skilled talent pools 
are decreasing 

Security breaches
Not using proper security protocols 
or lack of dedicated security 
personnel

Dependence on systems not designed for 
modern cyber threats—or modern security 
measures 

Process-related issues and 
external forces can impede 
product delivery and security, but 
maintenance of, and dependence 
on, legacy tech is often the true 
cause of failures in effective, 
secure technology management.

If development teams are not 
able to deploy new code quickly 
enough, they may understand this 
as a lack of testing automation.

The root cause is outdated 
applications, which are not 
designed for automation testing.
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TAKING ACTION

What does modernization look like at your organization?

CATEGORY NOT MODERN MODERNIZING MODERN

Software Development Lifecycle (SDLC) 
Automation

No testing or development automation
Automating some parts of the SDLC, such 
as testing and build

Automating the entire SDLC to the point of 
Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) 

Project Management Methodologies Using traditional methodologies (e.g., Waterfall) Using Scrum and basic Agile practices
Using Lean, Kanban, and other practices in a holistic 
Agile approach 

Design-Focused Development (i.e., DesignOps) Not using a design-focused approach in the SDLC
Exploring or implementing some design-
centered development approaches 

A design-focused approach is fully integrated in the 
SDLC

System/Platform Age
The majority of business-critical systems are legacy 
(i.e., those over 10 years old) 

Less than half of business-critical systems 
are legacy

No business-critical functions are running on legacy 
systems 

Cloud Migration
Only a few workloads are migrated to the cloud 
environment 

Over half of workloads are migrated to 
the cloud

Fully cloud native (or adopting a hybrid cloud 
approach)

SDLC Process Optimization
Using most traditional SDLC practices (e.g., only 
scheduling deployments during outage windows) 

Evaluating practices and phasing out 
more traditional approaches

Fully leveraging technology and best practices to 
optimize SDLC management 

Legacy dependence isn’t just old hardware or on-premise software—it involves technology design, infrastructure, processes, and people.   
This guide outlines six key areas for insurance providers to determine how modern they are and where to start.
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TAKING ACTION

Across industries, there is a strong desire to modernize, despite challenges.

45%

39%
36% 36% 36%

25% 24%
22%

13%

Figure 24
Drivers to Modernization 
“What are / were the main drivers to legacy modernization initiatives in your 
organization?” (n = 292)
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Technology Management Survey, Levvel Research, 2020 

Question: What are/were the main drivers to legacy modernization initiatives in your organization? 
Source: 2020 Technology Management Survey, Levvel Research
n = 293 respondents

Want to Get Started? 

Common questions about modernization are:
• Where/how do we start?
• How “modern” is our organization?
• We started modernizing—how do we get unstuck? 
• How do we not compromise our security?

Are you facing any of these challenges? Solutions include:
• Read our Legacy Modernization Report
• Contact Levvel

“ Modernization has brought more productivity, security, and customer engagement.”  
- CTO in the Insurance Industry
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Meet the experts.

Anna Barnett
Research Senior Manager

anna.barnett@levvel.io

David Antoline
Managing Director, Commercial

david.antoline@levvel.io

Maurice Walker
Director

maurice.walker@levvel.io
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You're going to use technology  
to change the world.

We're going to help you create it.



Thank you.


